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Lose weight, boost your immunity, cleanse your blood and organs, and live longer and happier
with this comprehensive five-part approach created by leading nutrition and raw food authority
David Wolfe.In Longevity Now, Wolfe exposes the number-one cause of all degenerative illness
and aging: calcification. Caused by an excess of calcium and the presence of nanobacteria,
calcification can be found in some degree in virtually every adult and even some children. It
leads to a plethora of illnesses and manifests as achy joints, hardened arteries, cellulite, cysts,
kidney stones, gallstones, dental plaque, cataracts, and bone spurs, among many other health
problems. By breaking down calcification and removing parasites, heavy metals, and other
"unwanted guests" from your system, you can reverse the aging process and eliminate the
prospect of degenerative disease from your future.Part 1 of the Longevity Now Program focuses
on supplements to dissolve the buildup of calcium in your system, leading to freer movement, a
clearer head, and a lighter step. Part 2 focuses on boosting your immunity, using a variety of
supplements to make your body as resilient as possible. Part 3 focuses on rejuvenating each
and every cell of your body with nutrient-packed supplements and superfoods. Part 4 focuses on
using special electromagnetic grounding technologies to eliminate parasites and reconnect you
with the rhythmic cycles of Earth's energy field. Part 5 focuses on deep-tissue bodywork and
yoga, so that you can move blocked energy around and break up stagnation in typically
unaccessed parts of the body.In addition to all this, Wolfe offers abundant additional information
to help you more fully live the Longevity Now lifestyle, such as foods to avoid, healthful
alternative sweeteners, delicious recipes, and more tips and tricks to keep you on the path of
rejuvenation, radiant health, and full-throttle vitality.

“Longevity Now provides a fine, in-depth approach to healthy hormones, immunity, and system-
wide rejuvenation ... Beginners to advanced health and nutrition students will find this packed
with detail and keys to living not just longer, but healthier!”—Midwest Book Review“In today’s
environment of processed foods, chemical additives, and genetically engineered products…this
book gives alternatives, both ordinary and obscure, that one could use to...lead to a longer
life.”—BookPleasures.comAbout the AuthorThe author of best-selling raw-food books such as
Superfoods and Eating for Beauty, as well as one of the world's leading authorities on raw-food
nutrition, DAVID WOLFE conducts 70 to 80 health lectures and seminars and hosts at least 5
health, healing, and beauty retreats each year at various places around the world. He is also the
celebrity spokesperson for NutriBullet Superfood Nutrition Extractor. Visit his website at
www.davidwolfe.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.PREFACE The
information contained in Longevity Now is unique, revolutionary, evolutionary, and potentially an
important contribution to the physical sciences of longevity. It is arriving just in time.In the Age of



Information, all knowledge becomes available. Ours is a time of crisis and, simultaneously,
opportunity. Our time is truly the most extraordinary time ever to be alive in the history of the
world. As the heirs to all the ages, we are endowed and gifted with the wisdom and knowledge of
our ancestors and contemporaries. We are able to access this information more readily and
easily now than ever before. I am convinced that the answer to any question we have ever had
has been found. All we require now is the passion and willpower to decode the answers and put
them into immediate action.Longevity Now arrives as an answer to the questions I have been
habitually asking myself for twenty years:• “How do we experience the best health ever?”• “How
do we easily and enjoyably heal ourselves of ‘chronic’ physical conditions?”• “What is the
fundamental and primary cause of aging?”• “How do we reverse aging immediately and achieve
longevity right now?”• “How do we achieve a state where we are never again sick or ill for any
reason?”Contemplate the concepts contained within this book. Put these ideas into action
immediately and align them with your habits so they work for you in both the short term and the
long term.Longevity Now cuts to the point. I have done my best to avoid “fluffy” language. This
book is designed to create an understanding of innovative strategies that are the core seed
concepts and methods around which any longevity program may be designed.Longevity Now is
and shall remain a work in progress. It continues to evolve and develop. Ultimately, this work is a
seed planted into the consciousness of humanity. The information revealed in this work along
with discoveries to come will assist humanity with activating the noble dreams of our true human
potential. What you have before you is the summation of my life’s work (up to this moment) in the
fields of nutrition, longevity, rejuvenation, increasing core vitality, and radiant health.For
maximum benefit from the contents of Longevity Now, the recommended mental state while
reading and studying these pages is one of conscious inner calm that facilitates hyperlearning,
as well as a spiritual attitude of lovingness and acceptance toward all that occurs in life, so that
one can move forward with healing and the activation of superhero qualities.This book focuses
on more physical and energetic aspects of healing and longevity and less on the spiritual,
relationship, and emotional aspects. I feel that these spiritual, relationship, and emotional
aspects are extraordinarily important, yet are simply not the focus of this work. I recommend that
you continue to pursue an education in what creates spiritual, relationship, and emotional well-
being.Longevity Now delivers natural, simple healing strategies to real underlying physical
causes/symptoms of aging and degeneration—which, based on my twenty years of research,
include challenges such as hormone imbalances, poor nutrition, environmental toxicity, and
calcification.Present-day science, conventional medicine, and the mindset of “better living
through chemistry” have delivered their results, and they are less than excellent. Essentially, due
to poor results, these methods no longer reign supreme.An opening has occurred; the
opportunities are before us. A streaming beam of fractal laser light is currently illuminating new
health, healing, and longevity options for an enormous portion of humanity.The best news ever is
here NOW.—David “Avocado” Wolfe    Hawaii, January 2013Read more
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Branko Bogdanovic, “Very good and useful book!. David is top expert on raw foods, superfoods,
herbs, processed foods and their effect on the body, so anybody who's interested in a healthy
way of living on the very top level this is certainly one of the must have books.One and only thing
that bothers me but this is the matter of the view angle, is that David is vegetarian, raw eater
which is great but that shouldn't be the reason to avoid mentioning the good sides of good
quality animal sources like fish, dairy, organic beef and eggs etc.Anyway, maybe the message is
that for the raw eating, herbs, superfoods, etc. read this book, for the animal side find other good
book.”

Dennis Hall, “Longevity now. Very good book , well worth the money, I ordered another one for
my wife,s pain doctor who just started to juice raw veges. Peoplemust start to eat the way God
made them to. .when He told Adam in the garden This is for you, all seed bearing fruits of the
trees andvegstables, and green leafs, and for the beasts of the fields the grass. He did NOT
give them a stove or microwave or refrigerator.and did not tell them to cook food. this is why WE
are sick.. An 80 yr. old should be as health as a 20 yr. old. if we eat raw food thatregenerates our
cells.”

Angela, “It is absolutely packed with amazing valuable health improving information. I bought
this book quite some time ago, but didn't start reading it right away due mostly to enjoying
watching David Wolfe on UTube. After viewing the 10 DVDs from David's 2009 Longevity
Conference, my thirst for more of David's knowledge was reignited and I started reading the
book. It is absolutely packed with amazing valuable health improving information. It's the kind of
book you have to keep handy as a reference tool.”

C. McEvoy, “A great, great read. What can I say--- David Wolfe could write about how blue the
sky is--and I'd buy it. This man provides a wealth of information to anyone hungry for natural
remedies, as well as for anyone looking to get away from Big Pharma. There are a lot of "fakes"
out there -- but David Wolfe is so intelligent and wonderful, serves up a lot of great information
anyone can benefit from. Lend him your ear--and you'll be hooked. I also loved his book,
"Eating for Beauty."”

Edward Wallace, “Live long and Prosper - How to. Absolutely the most complete source of
health and longevity information available in one place. After reading this book I felt almost on
information overload. I have long been a fan of David Wolfe and this book justifies my faith in his
expertise on the subject of health and wellness. This book is a must have for anyone and
everyone interested in living a healthy fulfilling lifestyle. This book puts it all together and it is with
profound gratitude that I heartily endorse this book.”



Candi&Rob, “This is an amazing book. I love Davi'd Wolf's books. This is an amazing book. I love
Davi'd Wolf's books. I have this book as well as the Sunfood Diet Success System. Sometimes
with books by one author on the same topic it is just re-arranged information. Not so with David
Wolfe! All of his books are distinctly different. There is so much information in every chapter, on
every page, you can tell that the author really did his homework. I highly recommend!”

Merajade, “Fantastic!. The greatest on superfoods and life saving nutritional help. I adore this
man's work and will continue to follow every bit of advice he has whenever possible. I have to
admit it is not always the perfect urbanite plan, but I am working on that myself, so good thing
LoL. But simply put David Wolfe is fantastic, well educated and well spoken. I am so glad he
joined the holistic foods field!!!”

melanie, “this book is a great sequel to the Sunfood Diet. this book is a great sequel to the
Sunfood Diet . Packed full of the latest cutting edge information on health and longevity I would
thoroughly recommend this to any serious seeker in this field. I was particularly interested in the
chapter on Calcifcation and have carefully chosen to use some of the less expensive
preparations mentioned and that would be my only proviso ; this book could seem like a great
marketing strategy but if used wisely could be of tremendous value .”

Ebook Library Reader, “interesting info. interesting to read”

P J, “Five Stars. Brilliant book eventhough David is a little too American for me sometimes!”

Reggie, “Wonderful!. Great book! A must read for anybody interested in a healthy lifestyle. David
Wolfe is amazing!”

The book by Alexandra Nimetz has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 230 people have provided feedback.
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